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Micro-Analytic Structure of the ^-Matrix
and Related Functions
by
Masaki KASHIWARA?*(1) Takahiro KAWAI**(2)
and Henry P. STAPP***(3)

In this report we summalize some recent results and make a conjecture on the micro-analytic structure of the S-matrix and related functions.
The details of this report shall appear elsewhere.
to Kawai-Stapp [4],
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We refer the reader

for the definition of the symbols and termi-

nologies used here.
In order to determine the micro-analytic structure of the 5-matrix
and other bubble diagram functions we first examine the singularity spectrum of the phase space integral ID(p)

=

^n(Pi-, "°,Pn)

associated with a

(stable particle) Landau diagram D with n external lines, N internal
lines and n' vertices.

A formal definition of the phase space integral

ID(J>} is given as follows:

(1)

ntf(/>r'-Ar')3W)
r=l

fiwX][j:
J j=l
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where Y is the Heaviside function.
Since the general rule for the operations on hyperfunctions ([7]
Chapter I § 2) cannot be applied to (1) at u = Q points ([4], [5]),

we

first investigate the micro-analytic structure of the generalized phase space
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iDtegral ID(p;A,l') given by (2) and then apply the celebrated method
of Hadamard-Riesz to study ID(p) by analytic continuation with respect
to the parameters (A, 2') :
(2)

(

II
r=l

^7 Ar y Y(pS)

rUr+1)

f n <T <± U: r] Pr + S D':

J'-1

r=1

X

'•=!

xn
This function is well-defined as a hyperf unction if Re Ar, Re A/^>0, and
Lemma 2 of [2] can be used to determine maximum possible singularity
spectrum there. Then, by a delicate choice of a path of analytic continuation in (/I, A') -space, we find that (2) reduces to (1) when A r = — 1
(r = l, "'9n) and ^ / = — 1 (/ = !, •••, -ZV), provided this point is reached
by a specific path. Here one should note that we do not need any extra
^-factor other than l/T(7r + l) and 1//7(V + 1). This makes a clear
contrast to the procedure of analytic renormalization of Feynman intergrals ( [8] ) . Lastly, by using a theorem on propagation of singularities
([7] Chapter III Theorem 2.2.8), we find that ID(p) is well-defined and
its singularity spectrum is confined to the following set JC (D) :
/:=
a^)ev/:::l5*(i?4n); there exist real four-vectors
ki(l — \, •••, N) and sequences of real scalars at(m}(1 = 1, •••, N) and /?r(m)
(r = l, •••,#) and real four-vectors pr(m), & r (m) (r = l, • • - , ?z), ^ (m) (/ = !,
~-,N) and 77yCm) (J = l, •••, TZ') which satisfy following relation (3)}
( A(m)->A with pr°>0, Pr=fi.r

:t

with 4£°>0, V = W

(r= !,-••,»)

(/=!, ...,JV)

(3. a)

(3.c)

2V

(3)

E L/: ^]A(m) + S D'- /]^ (m) = 0

r=l

Z=l

0"=1, • • - , »7)

= - E [J: r] (w/m) - ft(m)A(m)) (r = 1, ••-,»)
']z;/ m) -<2i (m) £i (m) -»0

(^=1, •••,^)

(3. d)

(3. e)
(3. f)

Remark. At first sight, the condition on X might seem to be too
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loose.
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However, Lemma 1 of [2] claims that JL is contained in the

real locus of a Lagrangian variety.

(See also [3].) Hence JL is one

of the best possible sets of the sort according to the philosophy of Professor Sato.
Next, we examine the full content of the macrocausality condition
with the aid of a semi-classical model of the scattering process, and find,
by essentially the same arguments as in [1], that the singularity spectrum
of the S-matrix should be confined to the set IJ X + (D) , where JL + (D)
D
~
is defined just as X (D) but with the additional sign conditions o^(m)>0.
Thus we are led to propose the following postulate and conjecture
for the singularity spectrum of the /S-matrix and of bubble diagram functions :

POSTULATE. The singularity spectrum of the S-matrix S(p) is
confined to T+=\J
CONJECTURE. The singularity spectrum of the bubble diagram
function FB(p} is confined to the set 2B= U 2ff(D}.
Here
D

^B

~

is defined analogously to J? + (Z>), but 'with a sign condition
for every signed internal line I of D^B,
Remark.

Since the off-shell *S-matrix S(p) should satisfy
(Pr2-^3(p)=0,

(4)

r = l, -,n,

it is easy to see by the theorem on the propagation of singularities ([7]
Chapter III Theorem 2.1.7) that the singularity spectrum of the on-shell
S-matrix is described by the same equations with the equivalence relation
that u^=uf if and only if ur — u/={3rpr holds for some real scalar $r
(r = l, ••-, n) .

Clearly this equivalence relation is consistent with (3. e).

Since S(p) should also satisfy
(5)

the

J,r

singularity

spectrum

of

the

scattering

amplitude

Sr (P) =
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= S(p)/d4(3-i[j:r]pr)
j,r ^
mass-shell variety

can be discussed by the same method on the reduced

J.r

outside c5Hexc= {P^^M; all pr's are parallel}.
As we have discussed above, this conjecture for the bubble diagram
functions has been verified for phase space integrals. Practically speaking, this result resolves many u = 0 problems that arise in the derivation
of discontinuity formulas from the unitarity and macro causality properties
of the 5-matrix.
The micro-analyticity of the ^-matrix described by JL should be taken
into account in formulating Sato's conjecture, especially at the points far
away from the physical region, as Sato [6] proposes. This comment
applies also to off-shell amplitudes.
Finally, we discuss the relationship of JLG to the ordinary Landau
variety J?*7.
Definition !„ (Landau equation) A set (pl9 '",pn',uly •••, &O = (/>;«)
consisting of n real four-vectors pr and n real four-vectors ur is said to
be a solution of Landau equations corresponding to signed Landau diagram
D if and only if there are real scalars j3i,+ and /? Zi _ (Z = l, •••, N) and
j3r(r = l, • • • , n) and real four-vectors kt, ut (1 = 1, •••, N) and Vj £/ = !,•••,
n'} which satisfy the following:

*i°>0
r=i

(6)

1

4=1

=0

«r=-[y(r):r](^ (r) -/? r A)

/-«>-&,-*i

(r=l,-,»)

(6. a)

(Z=1,-,JV)

(6.b)

0/=1, •",»')

(6. c)

(r = !,-,»)

(6. d)

C=1,-,JV)

(6. e)

,+ -^,_)>0 for every signed line /

(6. f)
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The set {(p;V — lu) eV-lS* (c5Kr —J^exc) ; (P\u) satisfies equation
(6)} is denoted by J?ff(D^) and called the Landau variety associated with
D.

Definition 2. (Trivial vertex) A vertex of a diagram representing
a solution of the Landau equations is called a trivial vertex if and only
if all (internal and external) lines that touch the vertex are parallel.
Definition 3. (Bounded vertex) A vertex of a diagram representing
a solution of the Landau equations is called unbounded if and only if
it can go to infinity with all the non-trivial vertices and other variables
pr, ki, ur, and HI occurring in the solution kept fixed. A vertex that is
not unbounded is bounded.
Definition 4.

(Exceptional solution) A solution of the Landau equa-

tions is called exceptional if and only if all bounded vertices corresponding
to this solution lie at a common point.
Definition 5* (Generalized Landau equations)
The generalized Landau equations consist of a set of alternative sets
of equations. The first alternative set consists of the ordinary Landau
equations. There is another alternative set for each exceptional solution
of the ordinary Landau equations. This alternative set fixes the energymomentum vectors p and k to be the same as in the exceptional solution,
but allows the vertices to be shifted by some real four-vectors 7]jtT and
7jjti. In particular, the original Landau equations (6. d) and (6. e) are
replaced by the following equations:
-/9r/>r)

(r=l, •••,»)

T^r —0 and ^ / j Z = 0 unless j'eJo,
(7)

(7. d)

(7. g')

where J0 is the index set of unbounded vertices of the
associated exceptional solution, and
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0=1,

-,»',* = 1,2, 3)

(7.g")

Definition 6. (Generalized u = 0 point) A point /> is called a generalized 2i = Q point of J?ff(Z)) if and only if it is a ^ = 0 point of J?ff(D)
and some u = Q solution (p; u) = (p; 0) of the corresponding Landau equations is nonexceptional.
Theorem. Outside the set of generalized u = 0 points the variety
JL (D) coincides with the variety defined by the generalized Landau
equations.
G

Remark. The definitions of generalized Landau equations and the
generalized u = 0 points given in [4] should be replaced by the definitions
given here.
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